In having ASEAN investment related agreements responded to economic activities seeking by investor and service providers or suppliers practically, harmonization of investment related laws among AMS is from time to time reiterated "necessarily needed in various aspects". Since establishment to operation and dispute settlement are under the concept of ASEAN free movement, the host country normally shapes up all processes of doing business by its domestic laws and regulations. Of course, they are depended on each member state's regime and jurisdiction which always different from each other and in principle not apply cross borders. The ten members we already have with sovereignty issue in addition, these make the need of integrity of laws moved even harder. Recommended by the authors as an optional choice, recognition and enforcement of foreign judgments, inter-alia, can play its role as a supportive mechanism under harmonization of investment laws. The legal relationship between investors and investors, investors and states or between states and states in AMS then will be undertaken regionally and seamlessly.
Introduction
Since formation of former investment agreements, namely the ASEAN Agreement However, issues of concern in came across in conduction of literature review. The different of regimes belong to each AMS. They also have common view to develop and improve the harmonization of regional laws along the line. In 1967
Justice co-operation between AMS in civil and commercial laws
Declaration, clearly stated that. 16 "…the aims and purposes of the Association shall be…To promote regional peace and stability through abiding respect for justice and the rule of law in the relationship among countries of the region and adherence to the principles of the United Nations Charter…"
In 1986 
Rules and Methods of AMS in recognition and enforcement of foreign judgments
Apart from the principle of reciprocity, some AMS -Malaysia,
Singapore
and Brunei-also have adopted the principle of obligation theory. When judgments issued by a country with statutory system requested, the reciprocity will serve. The obligation theory will apply in case the judgments made under Common Law system. rooms to play. For Thailand, the recognition and enforcement of foreign judgments is on the comity of nations basis.
Approaches of recognition and enforcement of foreign judgments
Some AMS, both civil or common laws backgrounds, have foreign judgments adopted into their jurisdiction via a domestic litigation process. The foreign judgments will be used as an evidence or ground for examination process. For AMS with common law background, they have more flexible room to import those judgments as mentioned earlier. Through the domestic litigation process for a judgment from any common law country and the registration process for one from statutory system.
The latter case, a foreign judgment will be effectively enforced in equivalent to an inhouse one.
In the case of Indonesia and Thailand, a foreign judgment is recognized just as prima facie evidence.
The enforcement, consequently, can be settled with recourse to "trial de novo" a new litigation. 
Court jurisdiction and authority of court

Finality of foreign judgments
The finality of judgment is, inter alia, a controversial issue among 
